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Abstract 

A method is presented that causes A* to return high 
quality solutions whi le solving a set of problems using a 
non-admissible heuristic. The heuristic gu id ing the 
search changes as new informat ion is learned dur ing 
the search, and it converges to an admissible heuristic 
wh ich 'contains the insight ' of the or ig ina l non-
admissible one. After a finite number of problems, A * 
returns only optimal solutions. 

Experiments on sl iding ti le problems suggest that 
learning occurs very fast. Beginning wi th hundreds of 
randomly generated problems and an overestimating 
heuristic, the system learned sufficiently fast that only 
the first problem was solved non-optimally. As an ap
plication we show how one may construct heuristics for 
f inding high qual i ty solutions at lower cost than those 
returned by A* using available admissible heuristics. 

1 Introduct ion 

A problem wi th A* is that it often gives low quality solutions 
when its heuristic overestimates1. Opt imal or near-optimal 
solutions are often desired and a strong underestimating 
heuristic is not always available. In I Davis et al., 1989] we 
describe how an admissible heuristic hM can be derived 
from a non-admissible heuristic h. The potential savings in 
node expansions when A* uses g+hw as an evaluator 
(denoted A*(hM)) is shown to be considerable when 
compared to previously suggested methods that attempt to 
f ind optimal solutions w i th non-admissible heuristics. 

In this paper we extend the def in i t ion of hM to an 
admissible heuristic which includes the 'collective insight' 
of one or more available heuristics. Using the hM concept, 
we describe a method whereby, whi le solv ing a set of 
problems, the quality of the solutions returned by A* can be 
made to steadily improve. As more problems are solved, a 
dynamical ly changing approximation to hM, denoted ThM, 
is learned. As it is learned, ThM is also used to guide the 
search. We prove that, in a probabil ist ic sense, ThM 

converges to hMl causing A*(ThM) to be admissible after a 
finite number of problems have been solved. 

Variations of the learning technique are described. 

1 A solution has 'high quality' when the ratio of its length to 
the optimal solution length is close to one. 

These are chosen based on the amount of computation per 
problem the user wishes to invest in improv ing solution 
quality. In constant learning the overhead per problem is 
very low: a single relatively small computation. A user who 
is continuously using A* in some domain may keep this 
type of learning active indefinitely. His system w i l l evolve, 
at low cost, but s lowly, towards the f ind ing of opt imal 
solutions. Quadratic learning requires more computat ion 
per problem than constant learning but ThM converges to 
hM after solving fewer problems. 

In many applications high quali ty satisficing solutions 
are more desirable than opt imal ones if they can be found 
w i th low t ime-overhead. We propose using quadratic 
learning to address this prob lem, by tu rn ing off the 
learning early so that the heuristic developed can be used 
before it evolves any further. This technique of turning off 
the learning early in the problem session is called here 
early learning. The purpose is to create a heuristic which 
(1) causes A* to f ind high quali ty solutions, and (2) causes 
A* to expand a relatively small number of nodes. 

Experiments were performed in the 8-puzzle domain to 
get some emp i r i ca l ins igh t i n to the technique's 
effectiveness. We tested two available non-admissible 
heuristics, sometimes in combination w i th an admissible 
one. We used quadratic learning on samples of 1998 and 
605 randomly generated problems. The results of two 
groups of experiments are described in this paper. In one 
group we gauged the speed of learning. It was fast: The 
preponderance of information learned is acquired w i th in 
eight randomly chosen problems. In all but the first 
problem, du r ing which much of the learning occurs, A* 
always returned optimal solutions. 

In the second group of experiments we attempted to 
measure the effectiveness of using the early learning 
method to bu i ld heuristics. We combined non-admissible 
heuristics w i th an admissible one; our goal was to learn a 
composite heuristic which wou ld cause A* to return high-
quality solutions whi le expanding fewer nodes than when 
using the admissible heuristic alone. In one of the expe
riments reported below, the learned heuristic returned 
solution quality wi th in 6% of optimal whi le reducing by half 
the number of nodes expanded by A*. In another 
experiment the system learned a heuristic which always 
returned opt imal solutions at a 15% reduct ion in node 
expansion; however we cannot guarantee that the 
solutions returned w i l l always be opt imal . We conclude 
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3.4 A probab i l i s t i c Learn ing Theorem. 

Wi l l the learning described above eventually cause 
only optimal solutions to be found? The theorem below 
shows that, in a probabilistic sense, the answer is 'ye s ' • 
Proof is in the appendix. 
Theorem 3.1 (Probabilistic Learning Theorem). Assume G 
is finite and that P1, P2,... are randomly, and independently, 
generated problems from GxG. Assume A^(rhM) is using 
any one of the learning techniques described above. With 
probability 1, there exists i such that after P1,...,P,. are solved 
we have: rht = htM for all t E G. 
Hence, A*(rhM) is admissible from some point on. 

4, Experiments w i t h Quadratic Learning 

The effectiveness of learning may vary w i th the 
problem domain. To get some idea of what to expect, we 
conducted experiments in the 8-puzzle using the quadratic 
learning method. We used the Manhattan distance, h2, 
along with two non-admissible heuristics: h3, the enhanced 
Manhattan distance, and h14. Briefly, h.4 adds to h2 weighted 
row-column and diagonal terms: the former counts the 
number of interchanged tile pairs which are in the proper 
row or column; the latter counts the number of tiles that 
are diagonally displaced and are blocked by in-place tiles. 
While h3 almost always overestimates and seldom finds 
optimal solutions, h4 normally under-estimates and usually, 
but not always, finds optimal solutions.6 

Our experiments were with rh3M, rh4M, rh(2,3) and 
rh(2,4)M- We had two sample sets: the first consisted of 1998 
randomly generated problems, and the second consisted 
of the initial 605 problems of the first. We sometimes reor
dered them to study how this affected experimental results. 

4.1 Speed of Learning 

We cannot know when the true MAXH has been 

learned because we do not know its value. However we can 
get an assesment of learning speed in the following way: 
Generate a large sample of random problems and record 
rMAXH when A*(rhM) is through solving the set of 
problems; now compare this rMAXH w i th the rMAXH 
which was learned at various 'snapshot points' during the 
problem solving session. This wi l l show us how quickly the 
learning procedure acquired its final version of rMAXH. 

In the 8-puzzle, learning occurs quickly. For example, 
Figure 4.1 shows snapshots of how much A*(rh3M) learns 
while solving a set of 1998 randomly generated problems. 
After one problem rMAXH has been learned for distances 
1 to 8 and after 8 problems through distance 17. 
Furthermore, at this point its knowledge of rMAXH for the 
remaining distances is within 6% of its final values. It acqui-
red no more knowledge after executing 1332 problems. 

The pattern of Figure 4.1 was consistently observed: 
When the problems are randomly sorted, the vast amount 
of learning occurs within 8 problems. One could speed the 
learning process up by putt ing hard problems (ie., large 
start-goal distances) at the beginning and slow it down by 
putting easy ones first.7 

5 If MAXH 1 is not diagonal, then the heuristic converged to, 
while admissible, is not the same as h(1,2)M and may be 
weaker. See discussion in Section 2. 
6 h4 is a variation of a heuristic discovered semi-
automatically by Politowski [19861. 

7 In the experiments reported here the problems are 
randomly sorted and the first has start-goal distance of 19. 
This is considered a relatively easy problem because in the 
8-puzzle the mean optimal distance between states is 22. 
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Figure 4.1. Extent to which OAAXH^is learned after 1, 8, 
605, and 1998 problems. Most information is learned after 8 
problems. Quadratic learning is being performed during 
searches by A ^(TH^M). 

4.2 So lu t i on Q u a l i t y w h i l e Learn ing : 
Observat ion and Theory 
We observed high solution quality while learning on 

randomly sorted problems sets: In our experiments A* 
returned an optimal solution in all but the first problem. 
This could not be guaranteed and surprised us. When the 
problems are arranged wi th the easy ones first, we 
observed that A* returned several non-optimal solutions. 

In the proof of the learning theorem (see appendix) it 
is brought out that we may expect MAXH(x) to be learned 



4.3 Early learning to bui ld a composite heuristic 
Suppose that, dur ing a problem solving session wi th 

A*(rhM), we stop the learning before al l problems are 
solved. The heuristic which has evolved up to this turn-off 
point is said to have been acquired by early learning. 
Experiments were conducted to see how effectively early 
learning could be used to bui ld a composite heuristic from 
two others. Our general f inding is that, by early learning, 
the composite heur ist ic acquired is often one which 
produces h igh qua l i t y solut ions at low cost. Cost is 
measured as number of nodes expanded per problem. 
We give two examples below. 

Learning was al lowed on only the first problem of the 
605 sample set using A*(rh(2t4)M)- A* w a s t n e n r u n on the 
whole sample set using the heuristic learned in the first 
problem. See Table 4.1. Solution quality was w i th in 6% of 
opt imal and half as many nodes were expanded as were 
expanded by A*()i2). The experiment shows that using 
early learning to add the insight of the non-admissible 
heuristic h^ to that of hj creates a heuristic that reduces the 
cost of A* whi le making only l imi ted compromises on 
solution quality.8 On harder problems the cost reduction is 
higher (72%). Similar, but less spectacular results for 
A (rh(2j)M) are also shown in Table 4.1. 

In the second experiment A*(rh(2f4)M) w a s al lowed to 
learn on the first eight problems. Then, considering the 
entire sample set of 605 problems, we compared the 
performance of A* using the heuristic learned in eight 
problems wi th the performances of A*(h^) and A*(h2). The 
result is shown in Table 4.2. A*(rh(24)M) produced perfect 
solution qual i ty and expanded substantially fewer nodes 
then did the other algori thms: 15% fewer than A*(h2> and 
48% fewer than A*(h4), w i th even better performance on the 
hard problems. 

Once the learning process is turned off, the use of 
rn(2,4)M requires only a l i t t le more t ime per node then the 
sum of that required to evaluate both h2 and h4; the extra 
t ime is for lookups into two tables of size bounded by the 
diameter of the graph, and a mix imiz ing process. The 
resul t ing heurist ic causes h igh qual i ty solut ions and 
relatively low node expansion count. In a general setting, 
the use of a composite heuristic l ike rh^^M is justified if 

* A* using /14 alone expands many more nodes than does 
A*(h2). See Table 4.3. 
9 As /14 is usually optimistic it is tempting to combine h2 and 
h4 by forming the heuristic h24 = max(h2, h.4). One could 
then compare the performance of A* using h24 w i th that of 
A*(rhQ4)M). But it turns out that one always has h4 > h2 so 
\%24 = h.4. Thus there is no need to consider A*(h24). 
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5. Conclusion 

It is possible to f ind optimal solutions wi th a non-
admissible heuristic h by letting A* use g + h^ as an 
evaluator, where hM is an admissible heuristic associated 
with h; )%M contains much of the 'insight' that h has. There 
is a diff iculty in calculating h^ because it is based on an 
upper bound function for h which is hard to access. 

We have described a technique for solving a set of 
problems using A*(rhM), where rhM is a dynamically 
changing approximation of h^. As problems are solved, 
statistics are gathered enabling rh^ to evolve from h to h^. 
In the process, A* returns solutions of increasingly better 
quality. We proved that, in a probabilistic sense, rh^ 
converges to h^, causing A*(rh^) to be admissible after a 
finite number of problems have been solved. 

The above ideas extend to the case in which, instead of 



a single heuristic h, one starts w i th a finite set of heuristics, 
say h1,...,hp. The admissible heuristic, hM, to which we now 
have convergence, is a composite of h1...,hp (and contains 
their 'collective insight'). 

To gain some empirical understanding of this type of 
learning we performed experiments in the 8-puzzle domain 
using a var ia t ion of our technique called 'quadratic 
learning'. Learned information was acquired surprisingly 
quickly. The preponderance of informat ion acquired in 
many hundreds of random problems was actually learned 
after solving only eight of them. Although we always started 
wi th an overestimating heuristic, the system learned so fast 
that all but the first problem were solved optimally. 

In another experiment, we used 'early learning' to 
combine an admissible heuristic w i th a non-admissible 
one. The goal was to create a heuristic which caused A* to 
expand signif icantly fewer nodes than when it used the 
admissible heuristic alone; but nevertheless we wanted A* 
to yield high qual i ty satisficing solutions. We were able to 
achieve this. In one case, for example, we obtained a 
reduction in node count of nearly half whi le only losing 6% 
in solution quality. 

Our results show that it can be f ru i t fu l , whi le solving 
problems, to learn the statistical properties of the heuristic 
gu id ing the search. Knowledge of these properties may 
then be used to alter the heuristic itself, bestowing it w i th 
traits suitable to the application need. Moreover altering 
the heuristic can be done whi le the search is ongoing. 

Appendix. Proof of Theorem 3.1 

We give the argument for constant learning. This 
implies the linear and quadratic case because these learn 
at least as much in each problem as constant learning. For 
notational s impl ic i ty we do not consider the combined 
heuristic case of Section 3.3. The argument in that case is 
similar. 
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